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Abstract

In the early months of 1979, I'lanitoba Hydro was confronted with

a serious probtém involving the converter transformers for the bipole 2

operation of the Nelson River FÍVDC transnission system. The transformer

problem left the negative pole of bipore 2, pole 3, without a converter

transformer at each converter station.

since the transformer outage was forseen to be a lengthy one,

the system had a reduced transmission capability firstly due to the

direct loss of the negative pole and secondly due to the necessity to
operate the positive pole continuously in a monopolar mode which affects
adversely the lifetime of the earth electrode. Studies were therefore

undertaken by I'tanitoba Hydro to investigate the feasibility of making

the ctlrr i¡rmcnt, clcsignccì for l2-purse, pcrfor-m in a (r-p¡Isc mode. The

rcsults of the studies proved favourable and with the approval of the

IIVDC lt'orking Group, who are the dc equiprnent suppliers, the negative

pole of the bipole 2 was operated.in a 6-pulse configuration successfully

for a )'ear.

The cost of the studies and modifications to the equipment

were minimal and both l"hnitoba Hydro and the Working Group benefited

greatly from this engineering exercise.



Symbols and Abbreviations

A - amperes

ac - alternating current
dc - direct current
FASOF - fast group blocking
llz - hert z

HVDC - high voltage direct current
Idk - short circuit controller
Ids - direct current in smoothing reactor
k,\ - ki loampere

k\' - ki lovolt
ms - millisecond
Ivfit - megawatts

NOSOF - normal group btocking
RSS - Root Sum Sqirared

TFNI - thy'ristor fault monitoring
T3tS - Wye converter transformer
Udt, - earth electrode voltage (dc)
lJd,,. - group voltage (dc)

¡;r
[Ll, - line voltage (dc)

L

VBE - valve base electronics
VG3l - valve group pole 3 bipole 2

VG4i - valve group pole 4 bipole 2

-vi
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CHAPTER T

Introduct ion

The l''lanitoba Hydro Nelson River High voltage Direct cuuent
Transmission system presently consists of two bipoles. Bipole I oper-

âtes at I 450 kv , 1800 A and bipote 2 stage I operates at r 250 kv ,

1800 A with a 2000 A coor weather rating. Each varve group in

bipole 2 has two 6-pulse bridges connected in series and fed from

wye-wye and wye-de1ta transformers. This combination eliminates, by

phase cancellation, all 6-pulse characteristic harmonícs on both the

ac ¡rntl dc electrical systems and results in only the characteristic
harmonics of a l2-pulse converter. The single line diagran of the

l*lanitoba Hydro ll\il)C 51'stcm is shorr.n in Fjgr-rrc 1.

Early in 1979 the converter transformers of bipore 2 exper-

ienced gassing problems. Converter transformers for bipole 2 are each

a three phase unit as opposed bank of three single phase trans-

formersr p€r valve group, on bipole I. In Âpril of the same year the

wye transformer of the negative pole, pole 3I (vG3l), at both Henday

and Dorsey converter stations were sent back to the manufacturer. These

transformers produced the highest gassing rate and were returned for
further testing and internal examination by the rnanufacturer.

Due to the temporary loss of these transformers, S00 l"ll\I of

cic transmission capability was lost to the systen. This also entailed

that the positive group, pole 4 (vc4t), would have to run continuously

and bipote 2 become a monopolar operation.
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It was discovered that the return of the wye transformers

would be much later than previously anticipated. Operation of bipole 2

in a monopolar manner for an extended period of time would decrease the

life expectancy of the earth electrode. This factor plus the recovery

of 250 l,fl{ of clc transmission capability prompted investigations

into the possibility of returning pote 3 into service in a 6-pulse

operating mode.

Manitoba Hydro contacted the supplier of the converting

equipment for their comments and approval for a 6-pulse operation of
pole 3- The supplier is a consortiun of Siemens, A.E.G. and B.B.c.

who are known as the IIVDC l{orking Group. It was thc uniclue features

of the control functions, protection detection and valve construction

and structure that modifications to the original l2-pulse operation

could easily be performed to arrive at a 6-pu1se operation mode.

The major problem to the changes levolved around the 6-pulse

generated harmonics which had not been pro'vided for in the original
filter design. The clc voltage harmonics would introduce telephone

noise and interference in the southern end of Manitoba. The ac

current harmonics in the northern system may cause ac system voltage

distortions, Long spruce generator heating and filter overloading at

Radisson and Henday stations. Another concern was the possible reson-

ance of the Henday electrode line at a 6th harmonic causing a possible

ovcrstressing of the neutral surge capacitors. This problem was

later considered not serious and no changes were necessary. [11

tll c.v' Thio, Report to H.v.D.c. Task Force Bipole 2 Six-puIse
Operation, (Report No. SpD 79-7, Juty 31, i979) p. 1.
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Therefore the two major considerations for 6_pul

revolved around the possible jeopardization of the Dorsey

site and the increased transmission capability of the <rc

rcl i¿rbi I ity.

se operation

el ectrode

system for

During the summer of 1979 the southern Manitoba area and

Northern States experienced a dry weather condition. This condition
resulted in high export sares to the united states ancl pole 4 of
bipole 2 running continuously at a high 1oad.

R'nning in this mode caused the borsey electrode to be the

anode and to tlr ivc rnoi sturc atra,u* from the cl cctrodc by el ectro-o-snlosis

at a theoretical rate of 0.S ro lS lt3/hour/kA[21. The dryness

and monopolar operation courd possibry result in the heating of the
electrode and a thermal runaway condition. The thermal time constant
of the Dorsey electrode for ls00 to 2000 amperes ranges from about

7 to 4 months. This can be derived from the graph in appendix 1

produced by Teshnont Consultants Inc.

. I'leasurernents were taken at eight points at the electrode site
for temperature and moisture content. A pran was arso implemented to
flood the erectrode site during the fall before the winter freeze up.

Appendix 2 is a table of the readings taken and a map of the measure_

ment points at the Dorsey electrode site.

six-pulse conversion was also favoured considering the

transmission and generation capabiiity of the Nerson River system.

C.V. Thio, Rcport to ll.
Operation, (Report

V.D.C. Task Force Bipole 2 Six-pulse
No. SPD 79-7, July 31, 1979), p. 7.

t2l
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The total generating capability of the northern system is approximately

1200 Ntl{ from the Kettle generating station and 1000 l,lh/ from Long

spruce. The maximum dc transmission capabiiity of bipole I

1800 A at + 450 kv is 1620 t'î\r and bipote 2 2000 A at + 250 kv

is 500 l'û^J without pole 3. This resuLts in a total generating output

of 2200 I'fi{ with 2100 Iîv of rransmission capability. operation of
pole 3 (negative) in 6-prlse would contribute 2s0 Mv (125 kv, 2000 A)

rnaximum and increase the total transnission capability to 2370 Nfi\l

However, at the receiving end line loss must be considered.

Operating at full power frorn the north rvith one line on each pole and

assuming equal current sharing between the poles the total losses are

167 I'l{ If the system ran monopolar, pole 3rs line could be used with

pole lfs in parallel to reduce line losses. This results in 6g MV

of losses for bipole I and s6 I'tv for bipol e 2 at maxirnum output.

Therefore for a monopolar operation of bipole 2, the

resultant receiving end power would be 2r2o - 124 = 1996 MV and

for- 6-putse operation would be zzo0 - 167 - 2033 I\[t/ This does not

result in that much of an increase in receiving end power to the dc

system for operating in a 6-pulse mode. Even if there was a loss of
a group in bipole I it does not justify 6-pulse operation for increased

capacity. This is mainly due to the fact that the generating capacity

of the north is nearly equal to the bipole I and 2 monopolar dc trans-

mission. If the generation rdas near to 2400 It{ mark,6-pu1se

operation combincd with a firm load condition in the south may have made

6-pulse operation more dcsirable from the transmission ancl reliability
aspect.



eventual fulfiflment of 6-pulse operation of bipote 2

made on the Dorsey electrode. Some consideration was

increased reliability and transmission capability if
was lost in bipoie l.
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There was consideration for operating pole 3rs dc line as

a return for monopolar current. This would definitely save the elect-
rode site. But with utilizing the dc line as a return path would leave

the stations at a floating potential. Even if one station was tied to

earth, the other stationrs potentlal rise during a fault condition may

cause overstressing of the insulation,

Therefore the decision to study the possible operation and

pole 3 was soleiy

given to the

a valve group

The scope of work involved with lz to 6-pulse conversion

entailed inputs from the IJVDC Working Group and from many groups within

rbnitoba Hydro. These were the systern planning, Transmission and

Stations and Production Divisions.

The writer of this report has gathered and consolidated the

information from these various groups regarding the 6-pulse conversion

and operation. The writer was involved in the ac and dc filter
protection aspects and in the modifications to some of the protection

and control circuits outlined in chapter 3. The monitoring of the

performance of 6-pulse during operation w¿rs done by thc writcr as part

of his duties as Plant Engineer at the Dorsey IIVDC Converter Station.
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CHAPTER 2

Studies for 12 to 6 Pulse Conversion

2.1 General

Manitoba Hydro undertook numerous studies to evaluate the

possibility of 6-pulse operation of bipole 2 convertors. The il\¡l)c

Working Group was contacted for necessary equipment rnodifications with

tlydror s proposed desi.gn changes. The HVDC tvorking Group rcspon<lcd

to tlydrors challenge to convert the 12-pulse group into 6-pu1se with

their or+n studies and design alterations. It was then Nlanitoba Hydro

undertook to integrate the 6-puIse mode into its electrical network.

2.2 Problems Arising frgm 12 to 6 pulse Conversion

The major areas of. concern for operating in a 6-pu1se configur-

ation were additional ac and dc harmonics generated and the problems

they would give rise to if left unfiltered. It was therefore necessaïy

that studies be performed to investigate the problems of running pole 3

in 6-pulse and determine how it would affect the Manitoba Hydro systen

as well as other harnonic sensitive equipment belonging to other cornpanies.

Associated with dc side voltage harmonics are the problems of

telephone ¡roise generated near the stonewall area. Thc bipole I and 2

main cic lines and electrode lines run parallel to many telephone

circuj-ts. The electrode Iine, which contributes the most t; the noise

problem, runs to an electrode site r.rhich is situated twelve miles north

of the Dorsey station.

Earlier studies had been conducted by Manitoba Hydro and it
t{as concluded that there existed a unique resonance path where bipole 1

6th harmonic currents would florv along the bipole 2 electrode line and
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due to the neutral surge caPacitors and electrode line reactance would

generate a 360 Hz noir"[3], It w,as anticipated that this situation
would conversely result in 6th harmonics fron bipole 2 florving down

bipole lrs electrode line. The electrode Iine of bipole L is fart¡cr
removed from surrounding telephone circuits than for bipol e 2 and

therefore would not contribute as much interference.

Presently there exists stray noise of the 3rd and 9th harmonics

in the system. This nay cause ac distribution transformers in the
area to saturate. It rn'as hoped that trrcsc noise sources woll ld be

minimized by 6-pulse operation but which may cause an increase in ihe
6th noise. only during actual 6-pulse operation can these noise levels
be verified to determine the total noise factor.

The other major concern that I'hnitoba Hydro was faced with was

the l"lenday ac f i ltering and sending end harmonics. lvitlì the 6-pul se

opcra tion 5th and 7th ¿¡c current harrnonics are producecì yet the only
filtering for thìse harmonics were situated at Radisson for bipote 1

operation. The situation was further complicated by the fact that the

s)'stem is close to a 5th harmonic parallel resonance rvith the Henday

high pass f;,tt"ts[4]. This would.result in high bus distortions which

may range up to 20eo. overstressing of the Long spruce generators may

also occur due to this problem.

The existing l2-pulse convert

unclergo changes in order to accommodate

ing equipment rvould al so have to

a 6-pulse operation. This

[3]

t4l

c.v. Thio, Report to H.v.D.c. 'fask Force BipoIc 2 six-pulse
Operation, (Report No. SI)t) 79_7, July 31, 1979), p. S.

c.v. Thio, Report to H.v,D.c. Task Force Bipore 2 six-pulse
Operation, (Report No. Spt) 7g_7 , .luly Sl , 1979) , p. 2.
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involved the areas of valve control, clc control, thyristor fault
monitoringr Valve base electronics, transformer contTol and protection

as well as indoor and outdoor bus work connections. The ll\¡l)C lVorking

Group and relavent departments within lr{anitoba Hydro were notified of the

proposed 6-pulse operation and were asked to produce the necessary

modifications to the equipnent.

2.3 Conclusions fron Studies

In order to resolve the problem of dc generated harmonics

on the system, field measurements would be taken during the trial
operation of 6-pu1se. If the noise levels were unacceptable, then there

was still the possibility of converting one of the existing <lc side

filters at llenday and at Dorsey into a 6th arm fiiter. This could be

achi eved by reconnecting r¡nri otrs clc f i l tcr clr¡raci tor stacks to

obtain the required capacitance for fi ltering, The ll\¡DC lvorking

Group liil s not in favour of this al)pro{rch since it woulcl involve cxten-

sive design changes to the capacitor unbalance protection circuits of

the existing tlc filter protection.

since thi s a¡l¡rroach was not favourable, it was proposecl to

string a Iine conductor on the pote beneath the electrode lines and thus

possibly through induction decrease the noise effect on the telephone

c ircui., It] 
.

The other associated problem of unfiltered sth and 7th

harmonics in the northern collector system was difficult because of a

t5] c.v. Thio, Report to H.v.D.c. Task Force Bipole 2 six-pu1se
Operation, (Report No. SI)D 7g-7,.Ìuly 31, 1979), p. 6.
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Sth harmonic resonance. This problem would be suppressed íf both Henday

high pass filters ì^/ere connected to the system during 6-pulse operation

and there were certain numbers of Kettle and Long spruce generators

connected as welI. The high pass filters would sufficiently detune the

resonance and could absorb the harmonics to suppress the bus distortion
and cause no overstressing of the Long spruce machines.

If this did not prove to be satisfactory in etiminating the

harmonic problems, the possibility of converting one of the Henday high

pass filters into a danped 6th arm could be persued. For this modifi_

cation, a new air cored reactor would have to be furnished to meet the

required filter loading.

Here again neasurements rvould have to be taken in the trial
period of 6-pulse operation. From the results a decision could be

reached to resolve the ac generated harmonic current.

The ll\l)C lfo¡kìrtg GÌorrp rrnd ì\lanitob¿r Il¡'clro clcsign tlc¡¿¡¡-
ments pro<luced several rnodifications to enable the existing equipment

to operate in a 6-pulse mode. These changes were not too elaborate and

are deal.t with in greater detaii in Chapter 3.

After all the studies were undertaken by l,lanitoba Hydro and the

llVI)c liorki-ng Crou¡r, thc rcsults \icrc encour-aginq cnoush to attempt

6-puJ"se operation. A cost study was prepared and the engineering and

materia I was wel l within r.eason.

Therefore Î''lanitoba Hydro gave approval for the implenentation

of VGSl in 6-pulse operation.

I

i
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CIIAPTER 3

I'lodifications to Equipment

3. I General

once the decision to modify bipole 2 polc 3 into a 6-pulse

group was made, several changes where needed to the neasuring, protection

and control' systems. Since the wye converter transformer was not present,

alterations to the bus work and comrnand to and replies fron the trans-

former had to be compensated for.

3.2 Design Changes

The following is a list of the changes that were made to the

ex j.sti.ng equipment to operate in a 6-pulse mode. These changes were

produced by l.4anitoba Hydro and the ll\¡l)C l{orking GrorrP.

3.2.1 \¡oltage l.leasuring Circuit

In b ipote 2 the dc voltage is rneasured j-n four locations

per pole. The measured voltages are utilized for various protection

control and indicating equipment throughout the system. Figure 2

illustrates the location of the measuring equipment.

Þenod*la*or
ffc'¿''t,al Arrrps

udr-

5., eo*h i nj
Roo.Io-

VG3A

vG 3\

UdSr

u¿Ja

{,tde

I

I

Mod,¡ la1-o.

V ol,/¿ C on*. o

Roor¡

Òv
I

Figure 2
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. The earth sides of the voltage dividers are connected to one

cable which is grounded in the station to one point only. The voltage

dividers are made up of RC networks and are constructed in sections. The

number of sections depends on the level of voltage to be meusured. The

neasured signal is fed to the adjusting unit located in the base of the

divider. The low voltage signal is sent to a modulator where it is

frequency nodulated. The modulated signal is transmitted via an STC.

cable to an isolating transforner located in the valvc control room.

The valve control room supplies the adjusting unit single-

phase 60 Hz 200 v ac supply, signals received at the valve control

room are demodulated and processed by the appropriate amplifiers for

different functions. The measuring system is shown in Figure 3.

KV

Vo llc^3e
Þivr de -

,.ì ¡ rìø
ll r

-- - )

ar-c"
V)e

I

I

I

OV

(- gl."+."^,' 
- 
-it r;;;

^+ th¿ G.L^A cl +¡¿
Vo lt.Je D i vi d,er

src
Coblc. D.C rrleosq"ing

C'¡ b, c, le
C I iÌ?Yt

Figure 3
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The voltage signals that are measured are UdL , the pole

vo I tage, Wg, , the group voltage, and UdE , the earth el ectrode

voltage. During 6-pulse operation the voltage signal Ud, will be half

the rated value (i25 kV dc) . In order to avoid complicated changes to

threshold values in protection circuits that utilize the line or group

voltage as an input, the voltage signals were calibrated to double their

values in the measuring cubicle.

This meant that the calibration of the demodulators were tò

be changed fron a ratio of I/2 : 1 : 80 to a value of 1 : 1 : 40

for the pole voltage and from l/2 : I : 40 to 1 : I : 20 for the

group voltage[6ì. The modification was achieved by exchanging circuit

boards in the demodulator. The output of the denodulator boards is

sent to differential amplifiers where the signals ud, , and uo*' and

Ud, are calculated and then fed to the different functions.

3.2 .2 Valve Control s

In the pole control cubicle a true measurc¡ncnt of thc 6-putse

group voltage is required to determine the proper current order. Since

the voltage measurement was altered, the gain of two amplifiers must be

changed from -l to -l/2 This was achieved by soldering 20K

resistors in parallel to the feedback resistor R7 of the amplifier

on card Ã326 of swing frame 4102 and another 20K in parallet with R27

on card A3l9 on swing frame 4102. This is shown in Figure ¿ Uetor[7].

t6] G. Bruske, Valve Control I'bdes for 6-Pulse Operation, ( Ietter
dated 7:)_09_ lS) , p. I .

t7) G. Bruske, Valve Control llodes for 6-Pulse Operation, (letter
dated 79_09_ls) , p. I.

I
ì

:

I
t:
l,
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Figure 4

This modification ensured that the correct voltage was used

so that Po/u , the power order divided by the bipole voltage,

would produce the correct current order for each po1e.

In order to start the bipoì. e 2 fault recorder, the threshold

dctector for dv/dt had to be changed by replacing Rr (3gk//gzk) on

card 4305 swing frame Ål0l r+ith a 20k olur rc-sistor,

The bipole 2 fault recorder starts only with a set rate of
change of voltage as opposed to the bipole I l-lathway system. The

Ilathway starts on the rate of change of voltage as well as by contacts

from various block, deblock and protection circuits.

In the valve group control cubicle, a mociification was

nccessary during 6-pulse operation to avoid selecting the extinction

:rng le o f the faul ty bridge .

The extinction angie, (y) ganma, of each valve is measured by

monitoring the end of current signal either from the valve base elec-

tronics or from the a.c. current transformers on the converter trans-
formers. The current end signal sets a bi-stablc circuit rvþich is reset by

¡

;
;.
:'
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the appearance of positive voltage across the valve. The duration of

the pulse is integrated and the output voltage is proportional to the

extinction angle. Through a sanple and hold circuit, the snallest

extinction angle is selected to represent the bri<ìge c.rtinction angle.

The extinction angles from both bridges, wye and delta, are fed to

control circuits in the group and in the pole.

in 6-pulse operation of pele 3 the ganma output from the

wye bridge will be zero. To inhibit this faulty signal from bcing

selected, it was interrupted by taking out the diode VI5 of pcB

A102/A344 in the group conrrot cub:.cte[8]. This is itlustrated in

Figure 5 below. Only gamma signals from the healthy bridge would now

be eva Iuated.

Sr",q I lest r

Figure 5

lJruskc, \'alvc Control
d¿¡tcd 79-09-18), l).

ì'loclcs fot'
..,

Remov c

- tsv

l8l 6-l)rrl -sc 0Jrct'at ion, (letter
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3.2.3 Bypass Switch I'bnitoring

The deblocking sequence of a group in bipole 2 relies on the

switch being able to successfully open and establish a voltage

the breaker contacts.

Once the valve group

¡

'l

¡
i'.

:

r

I
:

I
t

t
:
i

Ê

bypa ss

a cross

released to the valves with the

current. This clc current can

same pole or spill current from

valve group pole configuration.

is ordered to deblock, start pulses are

bypass switch closed and carrying dc

either be from the other group in the

the other pole. Figure 6 shows the

eo,clor

v6 3å-

v6 3l

Figure 6

The valve group produccs enough current equal and opposite

to the tlc current that is flowing through the bypass switch. This

is achieved b¡' thc short circuit controllcr (i¿t) rvhich is located

in the valve group control cubicle. The reference value to the

controller is the measured current in the bypass srvitch. The error

Smooth,rr3 R

C' rrcnt Flor¡)

Anode Su.¡,lo\

Èv Pass

5"yil. h

Cothod¿ S,^,ilc
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between this signal and the rectified iìc current is used to control

the output firing angle. The indication that the error is zero allows

the bypass switch to open.

The bypass switch monitoring circuit perforns the following

check. The group voltage, which is the voltage across the switch, is

compared to a preset threshold valuc. If the bypass switch has not

sufficiently exceeded the setting within a certain adjustable period of

time, the bypass switch has failed to extinguish. The switch is ordered

to reclose and a normal shut down conrnand (NOSOF) is givcn to the

group switching controls.

The 90o voltage that is measured across the bypass switch

goes through a 720 Hz filter before being cornpared to the threshold

level. since in the 6-pulse operation, this 90o group voltage will
have a frequency of 360 Í12, a new filter Ìr¿rd to be hr.rilt ancl tuned for
the measured vol tag" [9ì 

.

A new printed circuit board card was designed and instatled

in swingframe Al03 position A36i to allow proper monitoring of the

bypass switch voltage.

Once the bypass switch has successfully opened, the group

voltage controller is then activated to achieve the rated group voltage

by a ramp function.

If
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Bruskc, \,a1\rc Colrt¡-ol
dr¡tcd 79-09-11ì1 , p. ?

ì.todcs for (r-l'rrlsc O¡rc,r-lrtion, (lettertel
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3.2.4 By-pass ltonitor

The bypass monitor circuit is designed to detect a bypass

in a bridge being formed on the varves for ronger than 1s0 ns and

to protect against failure of the bypass srvitch to close. This circuit
is located in the group control cubicles.

The circuit receives the ac currents from two separate

current transformers sources which are fed into the bridge controL

cubicles. The two sets of three phase currents are rectified. The

rectified values are compared to the dc current in the smoothing

reactor.

The output of the above detectors is processed in the group

control cubicle on card A334 swing frame A103. tvith the rvye bridge
not i.n operation, this circuit wourd be triggered and block the group

b¡'the FASOF circuit. To inhibit this protection, card A34s on swing

frame Al03 of the bridge control cubicle was removed. It was repraced

by a blank card that would rnaintain a low signal, zerovolts on pins
402 and c02 in this posi.ion[10].

In this manner the protection circuit in the group control
cubicle would see no signar from the bridge and not initiate a shut_

down of the group.

[10] G. Bruske, Valve Control
dated 79,09-18), p.

Nlodes for 6-Pul
l.

se Operation, (letter
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Valve Base Electry¡:gq - Thyristor FauIt t"lonitorin

(vBE-TFN)

The valve base electronics serves as an interface between

control' protection and togic circuits of the thyristor valve and out-
side equipment. The vBE receives start/stop pulses from valve control,
gathers information for the thyristor fault monitoring equipment, and

protects the valve by monitoring the thyristor erectronic circuits.
During 6-pu1se operation, one half of the valve tower would

be by-passed. This would mean that no ac voltage would appear across

the top two bridge arms of each tower during the start up sequence of
the valve group. The thyristor electronic circuits would report back

to rhe vBE via a fiber optic system of this failure. To prevent the
TFI'I from interogating these wye bridge arms, their code words were

removed [11]- In this way the TFr,t by-passes those bridge arms. As

weì1, all the Iight emnitter cards for the affected bridge arns were

removed. This meant that start puls'es were not sent to the thrristor
modules in the star bridge. A picture of the cubicle in the vBE with
the light emmitters pulled is shown in Appendix 3.

The task of the thyristor fault monitoring is to monitor the

vall'e for faurty thyristor pairs and faulty erectronic units, It
accomplishes this by checking the information in the vBE. since the

code words were removed from the wye bridge arms, the TFM could not

interogate that area of the vBE. This rvould result in an alarm which

I I ] D. Buck, I'lodification of TFÌVVBE for 6-putse Operation, (Ietter
dated 79-09-18), p, I
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did not block the group but prevented the group from deblocking[12]

In order to avoid this problem a card was built which would

ignore the signals from the wye bridge arms but stitl properly anaryse
signals fron the operating derta group. The circuit in Appendix 4

illustrates the card that was buirt to perforn the above serection.
3. 2 .6 DC Control s

The dc controls commands the tap changers and receives the
tap position from the two converter transformers. comrnands and replies
had to be modified to accommodate for the absence of one of the trans_
formers of the t2-pulse group.

The foilowing is a sumrnary of the various rninor changes that
were performed in order to exclude the wye transformer and half of the
valve tower in the dc control scheme.

- the,faurt start l timer. had to be increased to its
maximum limit of 40 seconds. This was done due to the increased pre_

check tine of the TFr,t when interogating the valve tower during the
start I program.

- in the tap changer contror cubicre, several changes were

made in order to accommodate for the loss of the wye transforner.
l) commands to raise and lorver the rvye transformer were

di sconnected,

2) pins for voltage supervision wcre removed.

U2) D, Buck, Nf¡dification of TFÌú/VBE for 6-pulsc Operation, (letrerdated 79_09_18), p. I,
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3) "the tap changer is running" pins were taken out and

the internal sides jumpered to the externar sides of the
delta bridge terrninals in order to satisfy the tap

changer logic.

4) the "motor protective switch,, pins were pulled, Jumpers

were also instalred to indicate the proper signal back

to the tap changer logic circuit.
5) on the tap changer indication alr pins were removed and

jumpers installed in such a manner as to indicate to
the 10gic circuits that both transformers were on the

same tap position.

Associated with the transformer rvere protection circuits
found in the converter buitding and the reray buirding that had to be

disconnected. The supplies for auxilaries also had to be removed.

The following items were related to these circuits.
- in the transformer T3ls protection cubicle, fuses were

pulled to disconnect the l2S \¡ tlc supply for thc main and back up

tri'ps. The main trip protection suppry fatr ararm and back up alarm
were also disconnected at the terrninal blocks.

- the transformer T31s connection protection c.T.,circuits
were removed on the terminal blocks. The ground over_current rvas

disconnected in this panel.

- the rz0/z,s V supply to the transforrner kiosk lighting
and heater was turned off. The 600 V for the fans and pumps to the
transformer kiosk were also disconnccted. The alrams for T3iS under

voltagc was brocked and for the deluge system were removed.
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3,2.8 Vaive HatI

In order to effectiveiy cater for the rnissing wye transformer
in the valve hall, the bridge arms associated rvith the transformer were
short circuited.

An 2000 MCl4 cable was instarred to connect the 250 kv bus

with the i25 kV bus.

Appendix 5 shows photographs of the actual bus connection.

on the outside of the varve hall, arr conductors fron the
rrc walÌ bushings were disconnected,

3.2.9 Henday Modifications

The modifications at Dorsey were done at the Henday station
wi'th one more added. For the proper operation of 6-purse in the north,
both tienday high pass filters were required to be put into service.
If there was a ross of a filter bank at rìenday,6-pu1se operation woulcr

be blocked by wiring the necessary logic to the NosoF circuit of VG3l.

The modifications to the valve group were done in a very
short period of time. They were effective and did not alter the basic
clcsign concepts and features of the r2-pulse group in terms of control
and protection functions.
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CI.IAPTER 4

Bipole 2 Six pulse Corunissioning Tests

4.I General

once the modifications to the equipment at the Dorsey and

llenday Stations urere conplete, 6-pu1se operation was attempted in the

beginning of october 1979. Engineering staff from l,,lanitoba Hydro

monitored many functions relatctl to the 6-putse mode. NIost of the concern

was in the nortirern collector system due to the additional Sth and 7th
ac harnpnics which would now be introduced.

4.2 Outline of Activities

Before the 6-pu1se varve group could be put into operation, a

series of tests were conducted on the bypass switch monitoring circuit.
These tests were carried out by opening the bypass switch at Henday under

current' The group current controller (Idk) was disabled and the signal
Idk = Ids was simulated. The current was produced at Dorsey for the

test and could be adjusted.

The criterion for successful operat

circuit Has that the thresholcl dctector would

arcing of the switch, but would pick up once

cstablished.

ion of the bypass switch

not l)jck up during thc

the group voltage was

Three tests rvere done at llenday on the bypass switch with the

threshold setting of the detector sct from I volt to 7 volts. This

mcant that the detector doesn't trip until after the arc extinguishes.

This new setting was adopted for both ends of the sysrem. Appendix 6

shows the osciltograPh of the lienday group deblocking and 6-pulse volts
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generated by the group. The reclose of the bypass switch rvas generated

by a timer as a precaution during thesc tests.

once the bypass switch testing was comprete the 6-purse group

was prepared to deblock. Harmonic current measurements were rnade at the

following tisted locations in the north:

l) on both H.p. filter banks at Henday;

2) on rhe 230 kV side of T3t transformer;

3) on the Long Spruce generator; and

4) on the Henday ac bus.

Several tests at different dc loadings were made during the

next few days of the testing program. This involved operating the

northern system in different configurations with Tespect to ac filters
at Henday and Radisson as well as running various combinations of
generators at Kettle and Long Spruce.

I'lanitoba Hydro and I'lanitoba Telephone Systen rvere also taking

readings in the stonewall area to see the effect of the unfiltered
voltage harmonics on the line,

l'tininal readings and neasurements were taken at Dorsey since

bipole I provided adequate filtering of the sth and 7th .c currenr

harmonics.

4.3 Test Resul ts

Measurements taken during 6-pulse testing at different power

orders produced results that were favourable for 6-pulse operation.

The current readings on the two H.p. filtcrs at Hencray and

the 5th harmonic filters at Radisson resulted in the operation of
6-puìse only with both l{cnday filters connected to the systern. lvith
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one filter at Hcnday the maxirm-lm current on VG3 l was approximateJ.y

700 A without overloading the filters. Tabls g1[]31 below shows the
RSS currents (Root sum Squared) for the filters at Henday at different
current orders. The rated RSS current for the Henday H.p. firter is
670 A

One ll.P. Filter

VG3I Id = 300 A
A
B

C

Id=600A
A
B

C

Id=700A
A
ö

C

Two H.p. Filter

l'Grl Id = 670 A

A

B

C

Id = 1200 A

A

B

C

Id = 1800 A

A
B

C

Id = 2000 A

A
B

C

518
s22
524

520. 52t
521

Table I

Hi-Pass Filter Currenrs

504
506
507

5t0
512
5r2

s20
s20
520

516
520
520

(RSS) lr,leasured

FBI

s24
s32
s.24

N/n
600
560

640
644
s92

FB2

506
508
508

Henday
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r{ith onry one Ir.p. firter bank at Henday connccted, the bus

distortion at Henday was large ranging from 7% to 17%,

The large bus distortion and the large harmonic currents during
6-pulse operation were attributecl to a Sth parallel rcsonancc condition
which had to be catered for during 6-pulse operation. Figure 7 shows

the llenday bus voltage profile.

D'rring the testing, the Long Spruce generators were monitored

for heat rise by employing heat sensitive tape. The tape indicated that
there was no generator heating problens.

Noise measurements in tltc Stonewall/Warren area showed that
there was a reduction in noise Ievels with 6-pulse operation. There was

no apparent interference with GNCP telecommunications equipment. so it
was concluded that there was no need for additional dc filters to reduce

l'1TS telephone noise[14] . This result was expected by lrranitoba ttydro in
their planning reports.

4,4 Conclusions

up to full

But it was

fi I ters at

woul d crea

The operation of \/G31, pole 3 of bipole 2, in a 6_pulse mode

load was feasable and did not create any serious problems.

stipuì.ated that during 6-pulse operation, both high pass

Henday must be connected since the sth harmonic resonance

te an overload of one ilcnday firtcr ancr possibry the Radisson

[13]

lt4l

R. B . Wagg,
Resul ts

c.\/. Thio,
p. I.

Bipole T\ro Six pulse Operat
, (letter dated 79-10-lg),

Bipole Tko Six-pulse Operat

ion, Henday Commj-ssioning
p. 10.

ion, (letter of 79-10-22),
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vG3t

Id=3004 Id=

Id=6004

Henday Bus Voltage

One High pass Filter

Figure'7a

'Di s tort ion

Id=5004 Id=
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VG3I

Id=ó004 Id=800A Id = 1000 A

Id = 1500 A

Henday Bus Vgltage

Two High pasd pilter3
a

Figure 7b

Distorllon 5.t+%

Id = 2000 AId = 1800 A
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Sth harmonic filt"t[15] .

The decrease in telephone noise during 6-pu1se operation com_

pared to running bipoJ.e 2 in monopolar operation was an added bonus.

Therefore it was concluded that no further modifications were

required to the filtering circuits and control circuits for adcquate

6-pulse operation

[15] E. lr'istow, 6-pulse Tesring - Test Results (letter of 79-1 o_r2),p. 2.
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CHAPTER 5

Operation of 6-PuIse

5, I General

Comrnissioning of the 6-pulse operation was conducted during the

first week of october 1979. After that, the group was handed over to the

system Operations Division of I'hnitoba ttydro to be put into commercial

use. The 6-pulse operation of VG3l lasted for alnost one year until the

h)'c converter transformers arrived to each site from the manufacturer.

5.2 Performance

Throughout the period when operating in a 6-pulse mode the con_

trol and protection circuits operated without any trouble nor false
indication. The group was subjected to ac system disturbances and dc

Line oscillations during the course of o¡reration. The 6-pulse group

behaved normal ty in these system distr,rrbances.

The 6-¡rulse group experienced commutation failures and slight
ac over-currents with the proper protection and control circuits
operating properly.

The ac and tlc f i I ters l{ere not sub j ectecl to arìy overJ.oaclings

due to the operating restrictions imposed on the group.

The operation of 6-pulse did not interfere or cause any

communication Problems in the north nor the south during its operation.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Reconrnendations

The operarion of the 6-pulse system of bipole 2 tied in very

closely to the studies performed by l,lanitoba Hydro prior to the decision

to proceed with 6-pu1se operation. This provided planners more confi-

dence in their modelting and systern behaviour studies.

The 6-pulse decision definitely increased the lifetime of

thc electrode site. During the hrinter period 6-pulse operation was

almost continuous and at high loads as wel1. It allowed lvL:rnitoba llycìro

to increase export sales and add more realiability into the system.

With bipole 2 running bipolar instead of monopolar, the telephone noise

in the south was reduced which was a definite plus to public in the

Stonewall area and improved public relations.

The changeover from a l2-pulse system to a 6-pulse mode was

cngineered by I'Lanitoba llydro with the help of the IIVDC lrtorking Group.

This operation enhanced I'lanitoba Hydrors engineering expertise as well as

demonstrating the flcxiirilitr.of the supplier's equipment. A 6-puIse

operation of this kind was the first attempt ever made and to succeed

thus bringing a new dimension to HVDC technology.

The outcome of this 6-pulse operation could hopefully encourage

manuf acturers I of I-IVDC equiprnent to incorporate additional f I cxibi 1 ity
in their future t{vDC design projects. For the loss of one component

should not completely cli¡rplc thc group.

l'|anitoba llydro at one time af ter 6-pul se operation had contern-

plated making the changeover from l2 to 6-pulse faster ¿rnd without the

complications of removing and adding wire and pins. This idea was turned
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down since the engineering time would be more than the actual tine to
complete the changeover.

In conclusion, the l2 to 6-pulse changeover rvas completecì with
a minimal amount of modifications and system complications. It enabLed

I'lanitoba Hydro to run the system with increased capacity, realiability
and enhanced HVDC technology by the increased flcxibility sf converter
operation.

¡
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Light Emmitter Cards

VAL\~ BASE ELECTRONICS
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